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1.1 The expression “Brexit clause” refers to a clause in a contract which triggers a change in the parties’ rights and 
obligations as a result of an event relating to Brexit occurring. The trigger event might not be Brexit as such, but 
the occurrence of something which the parties predict might occur as a result of Brexit. For example, changes to 
tariffs, exchange rates or customs procedures.1

It is unlikely that parties will be able to anticipate every eventuality that may arise as a consequence of Brexit. Two 
options for drafting Brexit clauses are2: 

 Option 1: identify a specific event and provide for a consequence to follow. For example, the specified  
 event could be a currency fluctuation, for which the consequence would be a price adjustment; or

 Option 2: identify a trigger following the occurrence of a particular event which permits the affected  
 party to request a negotiation.

Considerations whilst drafting

The following issues should be considered when drafting a Brexit clause, the majority of which are more relevant 
to Option 23: 

1.3.1 How should Brexit be defined? 

1.3.2 Should there be an end date for the affected party to invoke the Brexit clause? 

1.3.3 What are the triggers which permit the party to invoke the clause? This might relate to trade tariffs,  
 currency fluctuations or delays caused by customs checks. Consider whether there are certain   
 events which do not amount to a trigger. 

1.3.4 How significant does the impact of the trigger need to be? What evidence does the affected party need  
 to provide of the impact? 

1.3.5 Do the parties need to follow a particular procedure throughout the renegotiation? Consider what  
 happens whilst renegotiations are taking place – is the contract continued in full or will obligations be  
 reduced?

1.3.6 Is the contract a public contract and, therefore, are there restrictions to renegotiating the contract?  
 Existing UK procurement legislation includes rules preventing substantial variations (subject to   
 some exceptions) to existing public contracts.

1.2 

1.3 

1.  PLC: Brexit: effect on commercial contracts 
2.  Lexis Nexis: Construction Law guide to Brexit: Article 50 and withdrawal from the EU (2017) 28 4 Cons.Law 14  
3.  PLC: Drafting for Brexit: Brexit clauses 

https://uk.practicallaw.thomsonreuters.com/w-012-9367?originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=%28sc.Default%29&navId=79B8FA14CC3E7510A5DFD704033CDBE0&comp=pluk#co_anchor_a437825
https://www.lexisnexis.com/uk/lexispsl/construction/document/391375/5S47-2PV1-F186-J47Y-00000-00/Construction_Law_guide_to_Brexit__Article_50_and_withdrawal_from_the_EU__2017__28_4_Cons_Law_14__Archived_
https://signon.thomsonreuters.com/?comp=pluk&productid=PLCUK&viewproductid=UKPL&lr=0&culture=en-GB&returnto=https%3a%2f%2fuk.practicallaw.thomsonreuters.com%2fCosi%2fSignOn%3fredirectTo%3d%252fDocument%252fI2a529bced81811e698dc8b09b4f043e0%252fView%252fFullText.html%253fnavigationPath%253dSearch%25252fv1%25252fresults%25252fnavigation%25252fi0ad740360000016c62439f22b29b7a81%25253fNav%25253dKNOWHOW_UK%252526fragmentIdentifier%25253dI2a529bced81811e698dc8b09b4f043e0%252526parentRank%25253d0%252526startIndex%25253d1%252526contextData%25253d%25252528sc.Search%25252529%252526transitionType%25253dSearchItem%2526listSource%253dSearch%2526listPageSource%253d96ccf70d642884a9d1d50ee9b2a2dc23%2526list%253dKNOWHOW_UK%2526rank%253d10%2526sessionScopeId%253d4232162215829d26d1b2a83370b5e0f2addf86e534434e6448d25de24024b82c%2526originationContext%253dSearch%252bResult%2526transitionType%253dSearchItem%2526contextData%253d(sc.Search)%2526navId%253d84148B3A629AE7BE7D8C3F1E273D5F7E%2526comp%253dpluk%2526firstPage%253dtrue%26comp%3dpluk&tracetoken=1214200435470xXlCmisyUUbmoAkEqLnjbWsf9YjXC9Zi6gHdO5G41zxLrGAnVK6trr-Sm6WEMvkmFGb18NT_WBKLNl1X2QOLwMp7LpepzEFNzAX6ZRUyf5KJrWvSQb1UGTuRgxEHZ5K2-cz069AffgO5E9KkL5zml5QloIZc2fWaBtBSfbi_vBWFiuQaIS-kNJ4HxgeV98guJ4CQ-8CDozBJsq5KO4StkB-qtN-vsc1XuKSN7tDNCIHtMlVNc6NSGBKEKV1N4u2qX_NePTXN5BndbJXL68tIJ_axNAGknAw4wFAgBkeAKnmkRZOWYMqPloGY5QBeZ3hEhUW0E0g38KvYHvdg5f5GwZ06gKKFsIlFx3ughfDLxteM5QkZp8qkpd4heiMDRLIv#co_anchor_a263110
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Can either party terminate the contract if the renegotiation fails? Consider how long the termination 
notice/period will be, whether the right to terminate expires after a certain time and what the consequences 
of termination are. 

Can the clause be invoked on more than one occasion? 

Do you need to express whether references to “the EU” throughout the contract will exclude the UK 
after Brexit?

Do you need to express what references to “EU law” throughout the contract will include following Brexit?

1.3.7 

1.3.8 

1.3.9 

1.3.10 

Fluctuation provisions in construction contracts

Following the pound’s depreciation since the EU Referendum, one of the strongest cost pressures on the construction 
industry has been the rising prices of imported materials.4 Fluctuation provisions can provide for the contract 
sum to be adjusted as a consequence of the changes to the price of labour, materials, transport and other costs 
throughout a construction project.5  

Where fluctuations clauses are used in a construction contract, the contractor could be entitled to be reimbursed 
for some or all of any additional costs caused by rising prices. Calculating the increased cost may be achieved by 
using an index based formula, or by using a published list of market prices for various items.6 

Unless the parties have agreed to include the relevant fluctuations option, the position under the un-amended JCT 
contract is that increased materials and labour costs are generally seen as the contractor’s risk.7  

Despite the variety of pricing options available under NEC3, only the rarely used options E (cost-reimbursable) 
and F (management contract) protect the contractor against increased underlying costs. Option X1 under NEC3, 
which has tended to be no more popular than the JCT fluctuations provisions, also allows for indexed increases 
in material costs.8 

European Union (Withdrawal Agreement) Act 2020

The European Union (Withdrawal Agreement) Act 2020 (the “WAA”) received Royal Assent on 23 January 2020. 
The WAA provides that most EU law will continue to apply to the UK during the transition period (until 31 December 
2020) as if it were still an EU member state. This enables, for example, the continued participation of the UK in the 
EU customs union and single market, the continued application of the four freedoms and the continued ability of UK 
courts to make references to the CJEU.9 The primary objective of the transition period is to provide an opportunity 
for the UK and the EU to negotiate their future relationship and, understandably, any agreements made between 
the UK and the EU throughout the transition period should be considered whilst drafting a “Brexit clause”.    

Free movement of goods and services (relevant to payment, delays, import barriers and consequences of no deal)

Throughout the transition period, the UK benefits from the common commercial policy and the free movement 
of goods, the absence of customs duties or customs import or export declarations for goods moving between EU 
member states, the recognition of standards and approvals, and the terms of the EU’s trade agreements with other 
countries.10 Considering that a large proportion of construction materials used in the UK are imported from the 
EU, any loss of tariff-free access to the single market will only increase the cost of resources and the profitability 
of projects until adequate trade agreements are negotiated and put in place.11 

Tariffs

The EU is a customs union, which means that no customs duties are paid on goods moving between EU Member 
States.  In a no-deal scenario, UK-EU trade after the transitional period would be on WTO terms and goods would 
be subject to customs duties.13  
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4.  Fenwick Elliott: Brexit means...? 
5.  Lexis Nexis: Fluctuations in construction contracts
6.  Lexis Nexis: Fluctuations in construction contracts
7.  Lexis Nexis: The legal challenges of Brexit for construction projects (2017) 28 6 Cons. Law 18  
8.  Lexis Nexis: The legal challenges of Brexit for construction projects (2017) 28 6 Cons. Law 18  
9.  PLC: European Union (Withdrawal Agreement) Act 2020 
10.  PLC: Brexit implications for business operations: review and contingency planning 
11.   Fenwick Elliott: Brexit means...?
12.  European Commission Trade Helpdesk: EU Customs Union 
13.  PLC: Brexit implications for business operations: review and contingency planning

https://www.fenwickelliott.com/research-insight/annual-review/2017/brexit
https://www.lexisnexis.com/uk/lexispsl/construction/document/391375/5CYJ-6VG1-F186-J393-00000-00/Fluctuations-in-construction-contracts
https://www.lexisnexis.com/uk/lexispsl/construction/document/391375/5CYJ-6VG1-F186-J393-00000-00/Fluctuations-in-construction-contracts
https://www.lexisnexis.com/uk/lexispsl/construction/document/391375/5PDG-12K1-F186-J51G-00000-00/The-legal-challenges-of-Brexit-for-construction-projects-%282017%29-28-6-Cons.Law-18-%5BArchived%5D
https://www.lexisnexis.com/uk/lexispsl/construction/document/391375/5PDG-12K1-F186-J51G-00000-00/The-legal-challenges-of-Brexit-for-construction-projects-%282017%29-28-6-Cons.Law-18-%5BArchived%5D
https://signon.thomsonreuters.com/?comp=pluk&productid=PLCUK&viewproductid=UKPL&lr=0&culture=en-GB&returnto=https%3a%2f%2fuk.practicallaw.thomsonreuters.com%2fCosi%2fSignOn%3fredirectTo%3d%252fDocument%252fIe6b331d9f45d11e9adfea82903531a62%252fView%252fFullText.html%253fnavigationPath%253dSearch%25252fv1%25252fresults%25252fnavigation%25252fi0ad62aee00000170a5dbc6bd691c0460%25253fNav%25253dKNOWHOW_UK%252526fragmentIdentifier%25253dIe6b331d9f45d11e9adfea82903531a62%252526parentRank%25253d0%252526startIndex%25253d1%252526contextData%25253d%25252528sc.Search%25252529%252526transitionType%25253dSearchItem%2526listSource%253dSearch%2526listPageSource%253d7c01f67c2d7485e18a2288b4cf11b837%2526list%253dKNOWHOW_UK%2526rank%253d1%2526sessionScopeId%253d92e44195ba86cf17257742cf8a27f1a91a7015b6741f38c97ee072e6ded4d37e%2526originationContext%253dSearch%252bResult%2526transitionType%253dSearchItem%2526contextData%253d(sc.Search)%2526comp%253dpluk%2526firstPage%253dtrue%26comp%3dpluk&tracetoken=12142004550609BpJWltJQMXgyeuPxttRDHtOSmueDtYmXZbsc3x5fTi0Mr5br6FknXTbtHBi3L2sYLoyBBCMEd3SPVV-jKRWHg6_68Nn5SSOKrFMcfNWBwi_6KgD_Me9Q2LbKC2QIWJyBzrD8AV1jJUZAnUMTmn784a6I8avf6euRixca98c5le4ptEqJK05Z5NeVxQsZL65v2zmBjA6ebgSPe-Y3TqbQuBqVg8IxEoyZoxWy0QE19MpOEX2FmW5UcCb75sq1_4UAAB4Y6LvqVZDqAa6_HJrxZeRP6kbW59QGgBsJekPEAf-o2PwAMLVyY3ZyodNmIz3aYqED4BDc9-olXFn4udlhJXvk15uBlHNXPmL64AuDiEfiUcYbQ51axEKK6zP7STL
https://uk.practicallaw.thomsonreuters.com/w-018-7301?originationContext=knowHow&transitionType=KnowHowItem&contextData=(sc.DocLink)&navId=ED53B993076715E25E05BA5D8846F66C&comp=pluk&firstPage=true
https://www.fenwickelliott.com/research-insight/annual-review/2017/brexit
https://trade.ec.europa.eu/access-to-markets/en/content/welcome-access2markets-trade-helpdesk-users
https://uk.practicallaw.thomsonreuters.com/w-018-7301?originationContext=knowHow&transitionType=KnowHowItem&contextData=%28sc.DocLink%29&navId=ED53B993076715E25E05BA5D8846F66C&comp=pluk


Similarly, UK trade with non-EU countries that currently have a preferential trade agreement with the EU would 
be on WTO terms, unless the Government rolls over the current agreements.14  

As noted above, the UK will continue to participate in the EU customs union and single market throughout the 
transitional period. An open consultation on the UK’s global tariff was published in February 2020.15 

Customs checks

Currently, goods that have been legally imported can circulate throughout the EU with no further customs checks.16

If the UK ceases to be part of a customs union with the EU, customs checks will be needed for goods entering and 
leaving the EU.17 Depending on the test requirements, a physical examination of goods from port health authorities 
can cost a trader anywhere between £106 and £600 per container. For goods that enter storage in order for checks 
to take place, rent can be charged.18  

After exit from the EU, there will be 180,000 traders, from individuals and microbusinesses to large organisations 
across different industries, who will need to make customs declarations for the first time. Preparing these organisations 
to use a process they are unaccustomed to is a huge task. They will need to navigate new technology and provide 
detailed information, as well as potentially requiring new certification from a range of public bodies.19 

Clearly, customs checks will increase the time taken for construction materials imported from the EU to reach 
project sites, which, as a consequence, could lead to delays.  

Services

During the transition period, the UK’s trade in services with EU member states is governed by a framework that 
includes single market rules and common regulatory frameworks, the four freedoms, and the mutual recognition 
of professional qualifications. The UK’s trade in services with non-EU countries is based on the EU’s preferential 
trade agreements and the WTO services schedule that the UK shares with the EU.20  

In a no-deal scenario, rights for UK businesses to provide services in the EU will, amongst other things, depend on 
the national law and national practice of EU member states, with the WTO services schedules setting the baseline 
for access. Additionally, rights for EU businesses to provide services in the UK will depend on the UK’s rules following 
the transitional period and UK trade with non-EU countries that currently have a preferential trade agreement 
with the EU would be on WTO terms unless the Government rolls over the current agreements.21  

Data sharing

Information sharing is the key enabler of modern customs. The UK currently benefits from access to more than 
20 EU systems, which do everything from tracking the movements of goods and vehicles, to storing risk profiles 
for goods and producers from around the world. The UK shares its own data as part of this. Our customs systems, 
such as CHIEF and CDS, are designed to operate with ready access to these data. A deal could see the UK granted 
permission to continue to use at least some of the critical systems. No deal, on the other hand, could require the 
UK to build and integrate new systems, populating them with data from scratch.22 

Funding  

Additionally, Brexit will affect the eligibility of UK projects for new EIB loans. The EIB can lend to countries outside 
the EU within the limits set by the EU treaties and the EIB’s statute, however, as expected, the level of EIB lending 
to third countries is far lower than its lending to EU member states.23
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14.  PLC: Brexit implications for business operations: review and contingency planning
15.  GOV.UK: Open consultation: The UK Global Tariff 
16.  European Commission Trade Helpdesk: EU Customs Union
17.  PLC: Brexit: effect on commercial contracts
18.  (Page 39) Institute for Government: Implementing Brexit: Customs
19.  (Page 38) Institute for Government: Implementing Brexit: Customs
20.  PLC: Brexit implications for business operations: review and contingency planning
21.  PLC: Brexit implications for business operations: review and contingency planning
22.  (Page 19) Institute for Government: Implementing Brexit: Customs
23.  PLC: Brexit implications for business operations: review and contingency planning
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https://uk.practicallaw.thomsonreuters.com/w-018-7301?originationContext=knowHow&transitionType=KnowHowItem&contextData=%28sc.DocLink%29&navId=ED53B993076715E25E05BA5D8846F66C&comp=pluk
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/the-uk-global-tariff
https://trade.ec.europa.eu/access-to-markets/en/content/welcome-access2markets-trade-helpdesk-users
https://uk.practicallaw.thomsonreuters.com/w-012-9367?originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=%28sc.Default%29&navId=B63FFEF1818B6855771F9579C1CD6845&comp=pluk
https://www.instituteforgovernment.org.uk/sites/default/files/publications/IfG_Brexit_customs_WEB_0.pdf
https://www.instituteforgovernment.org.uk/sites/default/files/publications/IfG_Brexit_customs_WEB_0.pdf
https://uk.practicallaw.thomsonreuters.com/w-018-7301?originationContext=knowHow&transitionType=KnowHowItem&contextData=%28sc.DocLink%29&navId=ED53B993076715E25E05BA5D8846F66C&comp=pluk
https://uk.practicallaw.thomsonreuters.com/w-018-7301?originationContext=knowHow&transitionType=KnowHowItem&contextData=%28sc.DocLink%29&navId=ED53B993076715E25E05BA5D8846F66C&comp=pluk
https://www.instituteforgovernment.org.uk/sites/default/files/publications/IfG_Brexit_customs_WEB_0.pdf
https://uk.practicallaw.thomsonreuters.com/w-018-7301?originationContext=knowHow&transitionType=KnowHowItem&contextData=%28sc.DocLink%29&navId=ED53B993076715E25E05BA5D8846F66C&comp=pluk
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Free movement of labour has been one of the most valuable assets of EU membership for the UK construction 
industry. So much that the use of EU labour has managed to paper over the cracks of a sustained lack of skilled UK 
labour, an ageing workforce and a failure to invest in training and development to encourage the best home-grown 
talent into construction. This is perhaps the biggest obstacle Brexit creates for the industry.24  

There were 2.2 million UK residents working in the construction industry between 2014 and 2016; 47% (1,053,000) 
worked in the specialised construction activities sub-sector, 37% (832,000) worked in the construction of buildings 
sub-sector and the remaining 15% (339,000) worked in the civil engineering sub-sector.

Non-UK nationals accounted for 8% (80,000) of all workers in the UK’s specialised construction activities sub-sector 
and 7% (25,000) of all workers in the UK’s civil engineering sub-sector.

Non-UK nationals accounted for 13% (109,000) of workers in the UK’s construction of buildings sub-sector: 8% were 
EU8 and EU2 nationals, 3% non-EU nationals and 2% EU15 and EU Other nationals (excluding the UK).

Furthermore, non-UK nationals accounted for 40% (70,000) of the construction of buildings workforce in London; 
28% were EU8 and EU2 nationals, 8% were non-EU nationals and the remaining 5% were from the rest of the EU.25

A group of construction industry organisations published a report titled “Building after Brexit: an industry action 
plan” . The report suggests that the UK construction industry will need to fill 168,500 jobs by 2023 and 410,000 
by 2030. While it recognises the importance of migrant workers following Brexit, the report concentrates on the 
domestic workforce. It suggests that the construction industry’s workforce needs can be ameliorated by:

3.6.1   Attracting new domestic talent. This includes looking at apprenticeships and “T” level qualifications.

3.6.2 Retaining the current workforce. Suggestions cover everything from improved mental health support to   
 “upskilling” the existing workforce. 

3.6.3 Improving productivity. Among other things, this includes reforming infrastructure procurement so that   
 clients and contractors share risks better. The report also suggests following the model of section   
 106 planning agreements to implement a presumption in favour of off-site production.

The report identifies broad actions for the Government, for construction organisations including the Construction 
Industry Training Board (CITB) and for the industry as a whole. However, it remains clear that access to migrant 
workers is critical. According to the report’s own figures, successfully implementing its suggestions would increase 
the domestic workforce by 75,500 by 2030, meaning that foreign workers would still be required for over 80% of 
new jobs.27 

The effect of the WWA on the free movement of workers is:

3.8.1 During the transition period, free movement will effectively continue between the UK and the EU.

3.8.2 EU citizens who have resided in the UK lawfully for five years by 31 December 2020 will be able to apply   
 for “settled status” to stay indefinitely under the EU Settlement Scheme. This means that they    
 will be free to live in the UK, have access to public funds and services and go on to apply for British   
 citizenship.

3.8.3 EU citizens in the UK for fewer than five years by 31 December 2020 will be entitled to apply for “pre-  
 settled  status” until they acquire the necessary five years’ continuous residence to obtain settled   
 status.28 This will be granted for a period of five years to enable them to reside in the UK until they   
 are eligible for settled status.29 

3.  Free movement of workers (relevant to employment issues and consequences of no deal)
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24.  Fenwick Elliott: Brexit means...?
25.  Office for National Statistics: Migrant labour force within the UK’s construction industry: August 2018
26.  Various: Building After Brexit  
27.   PLC: Practical Law’s Brexit summary: a watching brief
28.  C: Brexit: implications for employment law in the UK
29.  PLC: The EU Settlement Scheme 

https://www.fenwickelliott.com/research-insight/annual-review/2017/brexit
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/populationandmigration/internationalmigration/articles/migrantlabourforcewithintheconstructionindustry/august2018
https://www.ceca.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/CITB-BREXIT-ACTION-PLAN-NOV-2019-FINAL.pdf
https://uk.practicallaw.thomsonreuters.com/Cosi/SignOn?redirectTo=%2fDocument%2fIe887b79354de11e698dc8b09b4f043e0%2fView%2fFullText.html%3fnavigationPath%3dSearch%252fv1%252fresults%252fnavigation%252fi0ad62af00000016c670410dc4286e792%253fNav%253dKNOWHOW_UK%2526fragmentIdentifier%253dIe887b79354de11e698dc8b09b4f043e0%2526parentRank%253d0%2526startIndex%253d1%2526contextData%253d%252528sc.Search%252529%2526transitionType%253dSearchItem%26listSource%3dSearch%26listPageSource%3db53cd3a17606b3b81d78b4467870274d%26list%3dKNOWHOW_UK%26rank%3d1%26sessionScopeId%3de19d5f517db6c6262522ce61f3745f3fb390954b854e218161c39d6d745d4f65%26originationContext%3dSearch%2bResult%26transitionType%3dSearchItem%26contextData%3d(sc.Search)%26navId%3dFF8ED180C0B90A9C2C98BC1AF56504FB%26comp%3dpluk%26firstPage%3dtrue&comp=pluk#co_anchor_a534759
https://uk.practicallaw.thomsonreuters.com/Document/I54fbee1e810b11e8a5b3e3d9e23d7429/View/FullText.html?transitionType=SearchItem&contextData=(sc.Search)#co_anchor_a394292
https://uk.practicallaw.thomsonreuters.com/Document/I0192ee67c23911e8a5b3e3d9e23d7429/View/FullText.html?transitionType=SearchItem&contextData=(sc.Search)


3.8.4 Irish citizens will not need to apply for settled status in the UK.30 

3.9 For practical up to date advice on this topic note the following articles from Samar Shams, Immigration  
 & Global Mobility Partner, Spencer West LLP:

https://www.spencer-west.com/articles/sponsoring-skilled-workers-and-intra-company-workers

https://www.spencer-west.com/articles/businesses-to-check-eea-nationals-right-to-work-or-risk-a-fall-from-grace

The Government has said that it wants to ensure that cross-border trade with the EU is as frictionless as possible by 
seeking a new customs arrangement within a free trade agreement.31  As noted by the Institute for Government32,  
a free trade agreement is not the only route to minimising friction. There are other agreements which can reduce 
checks required at the border. For example, bilateral agreements on customs co-operation. That could mean sharing 
data and information between authorities, or it could mean recognising that product standards in a certain good 
are equivalent in each country and so checks at the border can be reduced. 

As at today’s date news may be imminent as to whether such an agreement has or can be made before 1 January 
2021 and this note will be updated accordingly

The UK is seeking to reproduce the effects of existing EU agreements for when they no longer apply to the UK. This 
will ensure continuity of trading arrangements for UK businesses.33  

UK and WTO after Brexit: goods 

After the end of the transition period, the UK will trade with other WTO members as an independent member of 
the WTO. The UK therefore needs to establish its own WTO goods schedule. 

This schedule will provide the baseline from which the UK will negotiate more preferential trade relationships with 
other countries, such as free trade agreements. The WTO rules and the WTO schedules will govern the UK’s trade 
with the EU and other countries after Brexit in the absence of any preferential trade agreement or transitional 
arrangement.

Although a WTO goods schedule lists a member’s agreed maximum tariff levels (bound tariffs) on particular 
products, the customs duties that a member actually charges on imports (applied tariffs) do not appear in a WTO 
schedule. The EU’s applied tariff, which all member states must apply to goods imported from non-EU countries, 
is known as the common external tariff. The UK must continue to apply the EU’s common external tariff until   the 
end of the transitional period. After that point (and unless the UK has entered into a customs union with the EU 
under the future UK-EU relationship), the UK can choose to charge lower applied tariffs even if the UK’s bound 
tariffs mirror the EU’s WTO tariffs.

The WTO multilateral agreements on trade in goods set out rules on market access for goods. Market access refers 
to all the government-imposed conditions under which goods enter a country, and include tariff and non-tariff 
barriers to trade. The WTO aims to reduce or eliminate these barriers. 

General principles run throughout the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and other WTO agreements 
governing trade in goods. These principles provide the foundation of the WTO trading system, and include the 
following:

4.8.1 Most Favoured Nation (MFN) principle. This requires a WTO member to treat all its WTO trading  
 partners equally unless an exception applies; 

4.8.2 National treatment obligation. This prevents a member from using internal measures (such as taxes  
 and regulations) to discriminate between imported products and domestic products once the imported  
 products have entered the domestic market. 
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4. Trade agreements following Brexit
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30.  PLC: Brexit: implications for employment law in the UK
31.  HM Government (2017): Future Customs Arrangements: A future partnership paper, HM Government
32.  (Page 17 - 18) Institute for Government: Implementing Brexit: Customs
33.  GOV.UK: Existing UK trade agreements with non-EU countries 

https://www.spencer-west.com/articles/sponsoring-skilled-workers-and-intra-company-workers
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4.8.3 Predictability. For example, each member must apply tariffs on an MFN basis, and must not charge  
 tariffs higher than the bound rates for any products listed in its goods schedule.

4.8.4 Fair competition. The rules try to establish what is fair or unfair, and how governments can respond,  
 such as by charging additional import duties to compensate for damage caused by unfair trade.

The Government has said that it aims to replicate the EU’s bound tariffs in the UK’s WTO goods schedule. If the 
UK wanted to treat members differently and provide some members with greater market access than others, this 
would have to be achieved through one of the WTO’s exceptions, such as an FTA.34 

UK and WTO after Brexit: services

During the transition period, the UK will continue to be treated as an EU member state at the WTO. The UK’s trade 
in services with EU member states is governed by a framework that includes single market rules, the four freedoms 
(the free movement of people, goods, services and capital) and the mutual recognition of professional qualifications 
and regulatory frameworks. The UK’s trade in services with non-EU countries is based on the EU’s preferential trade 
agreements and the WTO services schedule that the UK shares with the EU. 

After the end of the transition period, the UK will trade with other WTO members as an independent member of 
the WTO, setting its own trade policy. The UK therefore needs to establish its own WTO services schedule, and its 
own list of Most Favoured Nation (MFN) exemptions.35 

A WTO member must record in its services schedule the specific commitments it has negotiated and agreed with 
the other WTO members. For each sector or sub-sector in which commitments are undertaken, the schedule must 
specify any of the following: 

4.12.1 Terms, limitations and conditions on the market access requirements under any of the modes of supply; 

4.12.2 Conditions and qualifications on the national treatment requirements under any of the modes of supply;  
 and 

4.12.3 Undertakings for additional commitments relating to measures affecting trade in services, such as  
 undertakings based on qualifications, technical standards or licencing matters.36 
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Appendix A: Brexit clause examples

PLC: Long form trigger, renegotiation and termination clause37 

Right to renegotiate or terminate. If [at any time after [Brexit OR [DATE OR EVENT]] a Brexit Trigger Event occurs 
which has [or is likely to have] an Adverse Impact on a party, the impacted party may:

require the other party to negotiate an amendment to this agreement to alleviate the Adverse Impact, in accordance 
with clause 5; and

if renegotiation fails, terminate this agreement in accordance with clause 6.

Brexit. The UK ceasing to be a member state of the European Union [on 31 January 2020] [and ceasing to be subject 
to the transition or implementation arrangements provided for by Part 4 of the withdrawal agreement between 
the UK and the European Union negotiated under Article 50(2) of the Treaty of the European Union which sets out 
the arrangements for the UK’s withdrawal from the European Union (as such arrangements are extended from time 
to time) [provided that the UK includes [England] [Scotland], [Wales] [Northern Ireland] at such date]].

Brexit Trigger Events. A Brexit Trigger Event means any of the following events [if [directly][solely] caused by Brexit 
[or any discussions, proposals, negotiations or any other steps taken by the UK government or a body in any other 
jurisdiction in anticipation of or related to preparation for Brexit]]:

Change in Law: a change in the Law or a new requirement to comply with any existing Law or existing Law ceasing 
to apply to a party. For these purposes, Law means any legal provision a party must comply with including any law, 
statute, subordinate legislation within the meaning of section 21(1) of the Interpretation Act 1978, enforceable EU 
right within the meaning of section 2 of the European Communities Act 1972 (as saved and modified by the European 
Union (Withdrawal) Act 2018), bye-law, regulation, order, mandatory guidance or code of practice, judgment of a 
court of law, or requirement of any regulatory body, whether in the UK or elsewhere;

Trade tariff: in any jurisdiction, the imposition of, or a change to, a duty, tax or levy imposed on imports or exports 
of [DEFINED TERM FOR PRODUCTS SUPPLIED] or any raw materials or components used by the Supplier to 
manufacture the [DEFINED TERM FOR PRODUCTS SUPPLIED] or any products into which the [DEFINED TERM FOR 
PRODUCTS SUPPLIED] are to be incorporated or in conjunction with which the [DEFINED TERM FOR PRODUCTS 
SUPPLIED] are to be commercially exploited [provided that such a change or imposition is not applied equally in 
respect of the whole of the EU for so long as the UK remains a member of the EU];

Licence or consent: in any jurisdiction, the loss of, a change to or the imposition of a new requirement for any 
licence or consent required by a party to perform the agreement or to commercially exploit the [DEFINED TERM FOR 
PRODUCTS OR SERVICES SUPPLIED] including [DETAILS OF ANY LICENCES, FOR EXAMPLE EXPORT LICENCES]; 

Currency Fluctuation: a change of more than [NUMBER ]% to the rate of exchange of sterling against [CURRENCY], 
since the price for the [DEFINED TERM FOR PRODUCTS OR SERVICES] was last agreed. The rate of exchange for 
these purposes shall be the [daily spot exchange rate published by the Bank of England];

Other change: [a OR an unforeseeable (at the Effective Date)] change to the business or economic environment 
in which a party operates which is not caused by 3.1 to 3.3 above or by any fluctuation in currency exchange rates.

but a Brexit Trigger Event does not mean:

[DETAILS]

Adverse Impact. An Adverse Impact means any one of the following:

a [substantial] adverse impact on a party’s ability to perform the agreement in accordance with its terms and the Law; 
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an increase in the costs incurred by a party in performing the agreement of at least [NUMBER]% since the price 
for the [DEFINED TERM FOR PRODUCTS OR SERVICES] was last agreed; 

the price of the [DEFINED TERM FOR PRODUCTS OR SERVICES] under this agreement is at least [NUMBER]% 
lower than the market value for similar products or services (an impact on the Supplier);

the price of the [DEFINED TERM FOR PRODUCTS OR SERVICES] under this agreement exceeds the market value 
for similar products or services by at least [NUMBER]% (an impact on the Customer);

a [substantial] adverse impact on the Customer’s ability to sell or commercially exploit the [DEFINED TERM FOR 
PRODUCTS OR SERVICES] (an impact on the Customer).

Renegotiation. The impacted party may initiate a negotiation under clause 1.1 by a notice (Brexit Notice) giving 
[reasonable] details of the relevant Brexit Trigger Event and Adverse Impact. Either party may, at any time, serve 
a new Brexit Notice, [but a party cannot serve more than one Brexit Notice for the same impact]. On delivery of 
a Brexit Notice: 

the parties shall meet within [7] days of the date of the Brexit Notice and as reasonably necessary thereafter to 
discuss in good faith amendments to this agreement;

the affected party shall promptly comply with all reasonable requests made by the other party for additional 
information and documents relating to the Adverse Impact suffered and the Brexit Trigger Event relied on, always 
provided that information so disclosed shall be a party’s confidential information for the purposes of clause 
[NUMBER] (Confidentiality); and 

any amendments to this agreement shall be recorded [in accordance with clause [NUMBER] (Variation) OR in 
writing, signed by the parties]. 

Termination. If the parties fail to agree a variation in accordance with clause 5 within [PERIOD] of the date of the 
Brexit Notice, [the party serving the Brexit Notice OR either party] may, [without affecting any other right or 
remedy available to it], terminate this agreement by giving the other party not less than [PERIOD] and not more 
than [PERIOD] written notice. [A party may not give notice to terminate under this clause more than [PERIOD] 
from the date of the relevant Brexit Notice]. On termination under this clause, clause [NUMBER] (Consequences 
of termination) shall apply.

Performance after a Brexit Notice. After delivery of a Brexit Notice, until this agreement is varied under clause 5 or 
terminated, the parties shall, unless prohibited by law, continue to comply with the terms of this agreement, [save 
that the party that served the Brexit Notice need only use reasonable endeavours to comply with its obligations 
insofar as they are affected by the relevant Adverse Impact].

Overlap with other clauses. Where a party suffers an Adverse Impact as a result of a Brexit Trigger Event, the 
provisions of this clause shall apply and take precedence over any conflicting express provisions of this agreement.
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PLC: Short form trigger, renegotiation and termination clause38 

Right to renegotiate or terminate. If a Brexit Trigger Event occurs, [either party OR the impacted party] may:

require the other party to negotiate in good faith an amendment to this agreement to alleviate the Brexit Trigger 
Event; and

if no such amendment is made to this agreement within 30 days, terminate this agreement by giving the other 
party not less than [PERIOD] and not more than [PERIOD] written notice. On termination under this clause, clause 
[NUMBER] (Consequences of termination) shall apply.

Brexit Trigger Event means any of the following events [whenever occurring] [occurring at any time after the UK 
ceases to be subject to the transition or implementation arrangements provided for by Part 4 of the withdrawal 
agreement between the UK and the European Union negotiated under Article 50(2) of the Treaty of the European 
Union which sets out the arrangements for the UK’s withdrawal from the European Union (as such arrangements 
are extended from time to time) [provided that the UK includes [England] [Scotland], [Wales] [Northern Ireland] 
at such date]] [occurring at any time after DATE OR EVENT]:

a [substantial] adverse impact on a party’s ability to perform the agreement in accordance with its terms and the law;

an increase in the costs incurred by a party in performing the agreement of at least [NUMBER]% since the price 
for the [DEFINED TERM FOR PRODUCTS OR SERVICES] was last agreed; 

the price of the [DEFINED TERM FOR PRODUCTS OR SERVICES] under this agreement is at least [NUMBER]% 
lower than the market value for similar products or services (an impact on the Supplier);

the price of the [DEFINED TERM FOR PRODUCTS OR SERVICES] under this agreement exceeds the market value 
for similar products or services by at least [NUMBER]% (an impact on the Customer).
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Example clause provided by Simon Tolson39  

“Brexit” means that during the Term of this Agreement pursuant to Article 50 of the Treaty of Lisbon the UK leaves 
the European Union. 

“In the event of Brexit, if either Party considers that the consequences of Brexit materially increase the costs of it 
performing its obligations under this Agreement and/or reduces its income under this Agreement and/or otherwise 
adversely affects the benefit it derives from this Agreement, such Party may give notice to the other of the same, and 
shall promptly supply such details and evidence of such consequences as may reasonably be required by the other 
Party). Within fourteen (14) days of the other Party receiving such notice, the Parties shall discuss in good faith and 
agree whether any amendments are required to this Agreement as a result of Brexit, such that the provisions of this 
Agreement maintain the same overall balance of obligations, benefits, liabilities and risk between the Parties as applied 
at the date of this Agreement. The Parties agree that the imposition of tariffs and other trade barriers relating to the 
subject matter of this Agreement and not in existence at the date of the Agreement shall be considered a change in 
the overall balance.”

The following are some categories of potential triggers for a Brexit clause:

A specific change in the law or the imposition by government of specific costs (Example: “A change in the laws 
applicable to [relevant activity] such that [Party A] is no longer entitled by law to sell [product or service] in the member 
states of the European Union.”)

A divergence between the rules applicable in the UK and those applicable in the EU (Example: “The laws applicable 
to [relevant activity] in the United Kingdom ceasing to be [substantially similar] to those applicable to [that activity] 
in the European Union”)

A loss of “passporting” benefits currently available under EU rules (Example: “A change in the laws applicable to 
[relevant industry] such that [Party A] is no longer entitled by law to sell [product or service] in the member states of 
the European Union.”)

Tariffs or other specific costs being imposed:

“Tariffs being imposed upon the sale, licensing or other transfer of [specified goods or services] from the United Kingdom 
to a member state of the European Union.”).

 

39.  See e-mail from Simon Tolson to “Everybody” on NetDocs dated 24 November 2018 (10:02).
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